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Western Psychological and Economic Warfare
against Nicaragua
The campaign against Nicaragua's Sandinista government is clearly intended
to encourage punitive coercive economic measures from the US and European
Union governments aimed at influencing voter opinion in those November
elections
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***

Just as in 2018, Nicaragua is once again the subject of the kind of mass international bad
faith news coverage and perception management more usually associated recently with US
and  allied  government  offensives  against  Bolivia,  Cuba,  Iran,  Syria  and  Venezuela.  In
Nicaragua’s  case  the  current  offensive  is  aimed  at  influencing  the  country’s  elections

scheduled for next November 7th. Currently, all the opinion polls show that, should President
Daniel Ortega stand again for election, he and his FSLN party will win easily with over 60%
support against around 20% for the the country’s right wing opposition.

The campaign against Nicaragua’s Sandinista government is clearly intended to encourage
punitive coercive economic measures from the US and European Union governments aimed
at influencing voter opinion in those November elections against President Ortega and the
FSLN. Right now, the main false accusation is that “Ortega” has unjustly imprisoned over
twenty opposition leaders, among them several presidential candidates. All US attempts to
overthrow governments resisting US and allied government dictates depend on this kind of
big  lie.  The  standard  big  lie  is  that  target  governments  are  unpopular,  repressive
dictatorships. Invariably, the truth is very different if not the complete opposite.

For  example,  in  2009,  the  big  lie  in  preparation  for  the  coup against  then Honduran
President Manuel Zelaya was that the proposed Fourth Ballot referendum aimed to secure
him re-election so as to impose a dictatorship. In Nicaragua’s case, the current big lie is that
“Ortega” is arresting opposition leaders to prevent them defeating him in next November’s
elections. These big lies only flourish in an essentially fascist culture of corporate dominated
government in which truthful information is systematically suppressed and substituted by
false beliefs.

Typical Western false beliefs or presuppositions are, for example, that the US and its allies
are a force for good in the world, that Western culture is morally superior to others and that
capitalism promotes optimal economic and social outcomes. These ridiculous false beliefs
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are fundamental tenets of Western intellectual life and public discourse. They make possible
the kind of psychological warfare repeatedly unleashed against governments that obstruct
the wishes of Western corporate elites and the governments they own.

An important component of Western psychological warfare shaping the moral dimension of
any given disinformation assault is the essentially class based solidarity with the target
country’s  imperialist  proxies.  This  neocolonial  solidarity  operates  in  reactionary  and
progressive  varieties,  both  claiming  a  Western  monopoly  on  freedom,  democracy  and
defence  of  human  rights.  Both  essentially  agree  that  governments  resisting  Western
demands deserve to be attacked one way or another.

The  reactionary  variety,  prevalent  mostly  among  the  business  and  financial  classes  and
related professionals, insists on abandoning international law in favour of intervention based
on  Western  dictated  rules.  The  progressive  variety,  prevalent  mostly  among  non  profit
organizations,  academics  and other  socially  oriented professionals,  agrees but  is  more
diffident  about  the  means  of  intervention  deployed,  demanding  alibis  to  satisfy
susceptibilities  over  humanitarian  and  human  rights  concerns.  The  right  wing  variety
generally favors aggressive, overt or covert military-based solidarity with armed opposition
rebellion, while the progressive variety favors smart-power coercive measures prioritizing
solidarity with some version of opposition civil society or popular movements.

Nicaragua experienced the first right wing version of neocolonial solidarity during the Contra
war of the 1980s when president Reagan declared, with more truth than he realized, that
the CIA-run narco-terror campaign was “the moral  equivalent of  the founding fathers”.
Subsequently,  ever  since  the  Sandinista  FSLN party  returned  to  government  in  2007,
Nicaragua has experienced principally the progressive version of smart power neocolonial
solidarity  developed  under  president  Obama.  That  policy,  supporting  Nicaragua’s  anti-
Sandinista  opposition,  intensified  under  president  Trump  and  continues  unchanged  now
under  “Biden”.

Self-evidently,  these  varieties  of  neocolonial  solidarity  thrive  on  their  respective  class
loyalties  and  ideological  susceptibilities.  In  2018,  a  massive  disinformation  campaign
covered up the Nicaraguan opposition’s extreme violence and their deliberate campaign of
destruction. As Harold Pinter remarked in relation to the 1980s Contra War, even as the
opposition violence of 2018 was happening, the murders,  the extortion, the arson, the
torture, it was made to seem that nothing happened. Now, when the Nicaraguan authorities
have acted to preempt a repeat of that failed 2018 coup attempt, a furious psychological
warfare assault  is  taking place to conceal  the coup mongering opposition’s treasonous
collusion with the US and EU country governments.

As regards progressive and left  wing opinion in general,  militant  foreign supporters of
Nicaragua’s ex-sandinista opposition have long been important protagonists covering up the
ex.sandinistas’  anti-democratic  collaboration with Western imperialist  intervention.  Even
before the 2006 elections, the US authorities had coopted ex sandinistas as collaborators.
But when Daniel Ortega and FSLN won those elections, successfully managed the crisis of
2008-2009 and then triumphed in  the 2011 elections,  US government  support  for  the
opposition switched to promoting efforts at outright regime change. Inside Nicaragua, the ex
sandinistas, devoid of popular support, abused their non profit networks to camouflage their
political  opposition to the government and the accumulation of  resources necessary to
mount the 2018 coup attempt.
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That  systematic  abusive  subterfuge  has  been  eliminated  and  its  protagonists  held  to
account. So now foreign supporters of the ex sandinista opposition again cloak their militant,
aggressive, politically driven advocacy under phony human rights concerns. In 2018, they
did so to cover up the violent role of the ex sandinistas in the failed coup attempt. Now, they
falsely allege human rights abuses to cover up ex sandinista US collaborators’ treasonous
criminality. The false human rights propaganda motif makes it possible for proponents of the
progressive variety of neocolonial solidarity in North America, Europe and elsewhere, to
work in parallel with their right wing counterparts. Even many supposedly left wing figures
have written articles or signed declarations in support of the ex-Sandinista US collaborators
and those people’s right wing allies in Nicaragua. They do so for three main reasons.

Firstly, many supposedly left wing figures attacking the Nicaraguan authorities for defending
Nicaragua’s independence and sovereignty have some degree of friendship with the ex-
sandinistas now under investigation, so they defend them for essentially personal reasons.
Secondly, it  is  likely that many supposed left  wingers supporting the ex Sandinista US
collaborators have been duped by the massive psychological warfare assault on Nicaragua
without bothering to question it. A third main reason for that kind of neocolonial solidairty
from people who should know better, is that they fear alienating their support networks and
are simply signaling how virtuous they are so as to avoid criticism.

In  any  case,  the  current  situation,  just  like  the  2018  coup  attempt,  categorically  defines
where everyone’s loyalties lie. People genuinely committed to the principles of sovereign
independence and self-determination recognize the Nicaraguan authorities are applying the
country’s laws and criminal code to defend the country against US intervention aimed at
overthrowing  the  elected  government.  People  who  believe  the  bogus  human  rights
accusations and claims that  the current  criminal  investigations are driven by electoral
considerations are engaging in the kind of neocolonial solidarity regularly deployed to justify
yet another operation of imperialist regime change. For anyone foolish enough to credit the
ex  sandinista  leaders  denials  of  complicity  with  the  US  government,   this  series  of
photographs should help disabuse them of that false belief.
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